AN OBSCURE INSCRIPTION ON A GOLD TABLET
At a meeting of the Instituto di Correspondenza Archeologica held in 1852, a
Jesuit archaeologist, R. P. Gianpietro Secchi, gave a brief account of an inscription
which had recentlv come to light.' It was engraved on a thin plate of gold, and the
circumstances of its discovery w'ere strange indeed. The excavator, Gaetano Canestrelli,
according to the report. for its perfect
found it in the mouth of a skull-noteworthv,
set of strong teeth-which was enclosed in a terracotta urn unearthed at the Vigna
Codini, near the tonmbof the Scipios; the neighboring ground had already yielded a
numnberof leaden curse-tablets. The present location of the gold plate is unknowvn,
at least to me; the scholars who have disctussed it since Secchi seem to have done so
without re-examining the object.
Secchi's reading of the inscription is as follows:

AIQNEPTTETAKYPIE CAPAlTI AOC NEIKHN KATA TTAINYTTOTTETPAN
Nothing is said about the arrangement of the words on the plate.2 To judge
by its obviously small size and by some similar objects, such as the silver petalon
Robinson,3 the forty-seven letters mnay well have been divided
published by D. MVT.
into several lines. Adequate infornmation about the form of the letters is also lacking.
With the C-shaped sigma used in Secchi's text, amulets ustually show the forms e
and (0; when the form E is used, we find E and w.
Secchi's interpretation is rather bewildered. Hle read awt)V EpIrEra as one word,
rendering it aevigr-adus, but did not elucidate the meaning of that word, which is
not elsewhere attested, and would probably be viewed with suspicion by Latinists.
He took rratv to be the accusative of waiS, although that poetical form of IrTaZ is not
likely to have been used by the writer of a short charm in prose. As to &0sVtKqV, KTX.,
some youthftul memory of girls and grottoes (grato, Pyrrha, sub antro!) seems to
have stolen into the mind of the scholar, only to be banished by the frown of a clerical
conscience. Of these words he says:
"This invocation (i. e. of Sarapis) is followed by a prayer most unworthy of
Bull. dell' Inst., 1852, pp. 151-2. At later dates the inscription-iwas briefly discussed by the
following scholars, whose remarks will be hereafter cited by the name of the author without other
reference: Panofka, A4rch.Anzeiger (issued with A4rch.Zeitunq), 1854, p. 441; Froehner, " Sur
une amulette basilidienne," Caen, 1867, p. 9 (reprinted, with renumbered pages, from Bull. de la
soc. des antiquairos de Normiiandie,VII, pp. 217 ff.) ; Drexler, TI'och. fiir klass. Philol., III, 1886,
p. 1432; Wiinsch, Seth-ianische Ver u.ch'ungstafeln,1898, p. 101.
2 Panofka and Wiinsch speak of the text as in two lines, which seems to be merely an inference
from the circumstance that Secchi discussed the invocation and the prayer separately.
In C'Iassical and Mediaeval Stuidies in Honor of E. K. Rand, pp. 245 ff. and pl. I.
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a decent man, yet very frequent in the immense moral disorder of pagan idolatry.
The worshipper asks for victory over the natural virtue of an innocent girl."
What would Father Secchi have thought of the extremely plain-spoken lovecharms in P. Oslo I? However, the innocent girl of his interpretation is a mere
figment, as we shall see. Yet it is not very strange that he succeeded no better in
interpreting the inscription, considering how' little was known in his time of ancient
magic, the lower manifestations of popular religion, and the language used by the
simpler people.
Other scholars have done little nmoreto explain this brief text. Panofka held
that the prayer merely commended a girl who had died at an early age to the protection of Sarapis, the god of the lower world--a view which ignores the natural
meaning of both ViK-V'K and Kam6. Froehner, who treats the inscription in a note on
his publication of another amulet, would read v17r&rEtpavand regard 7a-v (erroneously
written 7atv) as a grammatical irregularity for 7a&cwav-a point to which we shall
return later. He wouild then translate, "grant victory over every temptation." Such
a petition on a pagan amulet is probably unexampled; and if we could assume Christian
influence in the language of a prayer to Sarapis, we should expect a form of 7rEtpaori6s.
'T70T7rEtpa, by the way, does not seem to be found elsewhere, although Vo7rEtpaco,
" attempt to seduce," occurs in Alciphron and Aelian.
M;. Drexler, who examined the inscriptions on a great nlumber of amulets, rejected Secchi's explanation of our text without addingr,anything of his own. and
Lafaye cites it wvithoutcomment in his Les divinites d' Alexandrie.4 As far as I know,
the inscription was last discussed by Wiinsch, who was chiefly interested in the invocation of Sarapis.5 He rejected Secchi's explanation of the prayer as impossible,
but confesses that the sense is not clear; " but in any event it is certain that the words
are addressed to Sarapis as lord of the lower world, and that he is called atk&)v
Epr1&a."
If anything is to be made of this little inscription, it is well to begin with a
general observation that I have found to be true after examining many magical
amulets. Apart from brief acclamations like Ets OEo", Ets ZE>v Japam7gt, VtKqa X Ivgs
few of them express any religious feeling, and still fewer convey a moral idea, such
as the wish to overcome temptation. Most of these objects were made for a practical
purpose-to gain favor for the wearer in. his dealings with his superiors, to win the
love of some particular person, to insure protection against disease and various
dangers. This plate can perhaps be best explained as an amulet against a danger well
known to most Mediterranean peoples, and especially in Egypt, the home of the
4 Page

323, no. 205.
5The inscription is mentioned briefly b)y Culllont, Textes et Monuments, I, p. 76, note 6;
C. R. Acad. Iniscr., 1928, p. 278, note 4; by Reitzenstein, Gott. Nachrichtetn, 1904, p. 319, note 5;
and by Weinreich, Arch. f. Religionswiss., XIX, 1916-19, p. 189, note 3.
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Sarapis-cult-namely, the sting of scorpions and, it may be, the bite of poisonous
snakes. Let us examine the prayer itself, passing over the invocation for the moment.
First of all, it seems certain that HAIN is simply an error for rHAN;the maker
carelessly scratched a superfluous hasta. On this point Froehner was undoubtedly
right. Next, I would read vi7r verpav. Then, if one makes allowance for several
laxities of language, such as are familiar to papyrologists and other students of late
popular Greek, the prayer may be rendered, " Grant victory over everything under a
rock." The last words seem very vague and mayhave been chosen to avoid mentioning
something hated and feared. They take on a more definite meaning when we confront them with a proverbial expression occurring in several forms) all of which refer
to the danger from scorpions lurking under stones.
Soph. Fr. 37 (Pearson): Eviravrt yap rot 0"KOp1TLOD 4OpOVpEt Xiop.
Praxilla Fr. 4 (Bergk): v7Troiravrt XiOV o(Kopirtov, c'TaZpe, ovXa"oo-Eo.6
See also the skolion (20, Diehl, Anth. Lyr., II, p. 187) cited by Athenaeus (695 D);
Aristophanes, Thesm., 528, with prcwp for O-Kop1=4og, irapa 7Tppoo-&KLav;and other
passages gathered by Pearson and Diehl in their notes on the fragments cited.
There are difficulties that nmeetthe eye at once, particularly in the circumstance
that all the proverbial passages use the word XiOog. Yet the words for stone and rock
were not always carefully discriminated,especially in later Greek, just as in American
and Atustralian English " rock" is often used by careless speakers for a stone of
noderate or even small size. 1i'-rpo9is to some extent synonymous with XWo9,though
less common in Attic prose, and 7rErpa
seems occasionally to have been uisedcarelessly
for ET&pOg, as in Xenophon, A nab., 4, 2, 20 ( EKVAiV8OVV
iTErpasl,
cf. E7TEKVXt'vI0V'
Ir&povo,Hell., 3, 5, 90), where, it is true, the best authority, the first hand of manuscript C, has E'rpovg.Galen, wNhototuchesupon the matter in beginning his chapters
on medicinal minerals, ridicules the distinction between E'"rrpa
and 'TT&pog as a mere
pedantry; and in MIodernGreek, 7-r&pais the ordilnaryword for a stone-" pelt with
stones " is 1ratpV1 IJE Trav 7Erpats.7 Oturinscription cannot be accurately dated without

inspecting the original tablet, yet it is probably not earlier than Galen's time, and maay
be later, like many of the lead tablets found near by. We can scarcely doubt that to
the writer vt7o gr&rpavwas equivalent to vii- Xi6 or vro ir&ppt).Hence there is little
need for another argument, namely, that scorpions and some snakes like the cool
shadow of cliffs and massive rocks as well as the shelter of smaller stones-a fact
which travellers and archaeologists have sometimes learned to their cost among the
tombs and temples of Egypt.
6 Diehl apparently doubts the authorship of Praxilla and does not list the verse among her
f ragments.
7 I owe this observation to -H. C. Youtie, who has also contributed some of
the references in
note 9. The passage in Galen is Simiipl.mediCan-t.,Vol. XII, 194 (Kuhn).
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The construction of i'r6 with the accusative to express position under anything,
with no motion implied. is apparently more comnmonin later Greek than that with the
dative, and needs no defense.8 But in post-classical as well as in classical times KaTa
is normally used with the genitive, not the accusative, to mean " against," " over,"
in connection with a hostile act or attitude. Consequently, if there is any merit in
the interpretation suggested above, mweare obliged to adopt one of two explanations.
1) The engraver may have expressed himuself vaguely rather than precisely,
saying " Give me victory in relation to everything under a rock," instead of " over
everything," etc.
2) We mnayhave here an instance of an irregular extended uise of the (properly)
neuter accusative rawv.
There is evidence fronminscriptions, papyri, and ecclesiastical texts showing that
raYvra.9 'Whether it encroached still further upon the other forms of the adjective is uncertain. Froehner
thought that 7a-v stood for 7a(o-av in our text, and also in his own amulet, where we
J
The first Wav
find the words [OpKLO ] . . . ITa UraT0O-1U%V
Kat 7rav v8po0o'3av.`0
certainly takes the place of Ta'vra, but, contrary to Froehner's opinion, the second

av was sometimes put in place of the masculine accusative

does also, for vi3poxi/3av is not an error for the feminine vipo6of3iav, but the accusative of a masculine v?po4o'/3ag, which Plutarch and some medical writers use as an
equivalent of v%pobo,&a.1`Furthermore Ta&ao-coccurs twice in Froehner's amulet just
after the words I have cited. Thus there is still no evidence for 7aav aa'oav,and I have
is not accompanied
not found ra`velsewvhereused for iTavrmk. But since in our text 7a&-v
by a noun, which might have obliged the writer to follow the grammatical norm,
I incline to think that he here allowATed
hinmself this otherwise unparalleled license.
Of the request it only remains to say that while &69VLK-Cqmay seem a weighty
expression to use in a prayer for innmunity from the attacks of scorpions or reptiles,
it is (like 8os xaptw) so widely and loosely used in amulets that it scarcely calls for
comment.
We turn now to the invocation, and particularly to the words atcdvEp'7rEa.`2In
8 Compare Liddell-Scott-Jones v7ro'B 1 with v7ro'C 2.
9 Mayser, Gram. d. Griech. Pap., 12, part 2, p. 32, lines 39-46; HTelbing,Grami.d. Sept., p. 51;
Reinhold, De gruaec.Patrumi, p. 52; somiiewhatanalogonlslater developmnentscited by Psaltes, Gram.
d. by,. Chronikoni,p. 160, notes 1 and 2. The word 7raw&had evidently taken one step towards
becoming an indeclinable; that the tendencv went no further is due, apparentlv, to the fact that
almost all forms of the word were disused in MIodernGreek, being replaced by o'Xosand KaOE.
10 Op. cit. (see note 1), p. 7, lines 6-7 of the inscription.
1 To the references in Liddell-Scott-Jones, add MIusee Belge, XVIII, 1914, pp. 70-73; there
Delatte gives a full description of a jasper amnuletin Athens which bears the inscription ov'ye
SaLFLoW

v8pofo/3a

a7ro

TOV 4 OpOVVTOS

TOwIrTO

O 41VkKTqpl'0>V.

Because of its verbal origin I give cp7rETrS
though it does not conform strictly to the rule.
12

paroxvtone accent (Kiuhner-Blass, I, p. 391),
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discussing a text of such slight importance as this can claim, it would be inappropriate
to enter upon so complicated a subject as the development of acdJ from the simple
meaning of life, ti,me, into a philosophical concept and into a name for a divine entity.
Nock's treatment of the matter in his " A 'Vision of Mandulis Aion " not only serves
as a valuable introduction to the topic, but also carries it as far as many inquirers
will need to go.13 It is clear that the idea of eternity carried by this word from Plato
on caused Aion to become a kind of hypostasis in relation to more than one deity.
Thus Agathodaimon is Aion in nmagicaltexts,14 the sun is invoked as Agathodaimon,15
and the connection betwveen Aion and the sun is fairly well made out.16 Apart from
this gold plate, evidence for a connection between Alon and Sarapis is scanty: but
AMQN, evidently for AIfIN, appears in the field of an amethyst intaglio in tlhe British
Museum (No. 56427), where the design is a bearded head of Sarapis, adorned with
six rays and wearing the modius, on top of a jar. Through the right handle of the
jar a stalk of grain is thrust, through the left a kerykeion with snakes and wings.
A better example has been broutght to my attention by A. D. Nock, who has
generously allowed me the use of a piece of evidence in his possession. This is a photograph of an inscription which at least up to 1937 was in the collection of the late
Carl Schmidt, who in that year presented the photograph to MIr. Nock. In doing so,
he laid no restriction upon its tise, and I therefore present the text here."7 It is notewTorthy for the syncretism which brings together Zeus, 1lelios, Sarapis, and Aion.
A "L llXuot yLEyaXc(o
A\tt
''O
,

/X,aX6

Cap6-in& At'Vt
Mopor7&as

KcaL 'Hp(OV EVyXT.

13
IIarvard Theological Revie.-W,XXVII, pp. 53-104, especially pp. 78-99. My indebtedness
to this work will be patent to any reader, and I also owe to MTr.Nock some important references
and comments used in these notes. Amilonlgthie many works dealing with Aion, the following may
be mentioned: C. Lackeit, Aion (part 1: continuation has not appeared), K6nigsberg diss., 1916;
idem, " Alon " in Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., Suppl. III, 64; Weinreich, Arch. f. Religionswiss., XIX,
1916-19, pp. 174-190; Zepf, ibid., XXV., pp. 225-244; Culmiont,C. R. Acad. Inscr., 1928, pp. 274-282.
14
1' Ibid., IV, 1597 and 1607.
Pap. Cr. Mag., IV, 3168 Hf.
16
Nock, loc. cit., p. 84, with linies 18-19 of the Mandtilis ilnscription (p. 63) ; Cumiiont,Textes
et Monu'ments, I, p. 80, and note 3.
17 Measurements of the stone are not available; it presents a trapezoidal face, the sides sloping
slightly outward to the base. The letters of, the second line are broadened, those of the third narrowed, to fit the space. An abrasion-or weathering of the stonle at the right side reached as far as
the final iota of line 2, but even allowing for this, there can hardly have been a nu after E,VX-q
in
line 3. The lettering seems to be of the fourth centurv after Christ, possibly of the early fifth.
The provenance of the stone is unknown, but it may well have come from Egypt, where
Schmidt acquired many antiquities. This is ml-acte
slightly miore probable by the occurrence of the
name Heron, which is commiionin Egyvpt. Further, the strange name Moporra t mav be imiade(with
an Egyptian confusion of A and p) on the stem of MoXorro'-,which occurs in Egypt as a personal
name, though in the form MoXouo-o'-.Still another indication of Egyptian origin may be found in
the similarity of this dedication to two otlhers listed by Seymour de Ricci, Archiv fi4T Papyrusforschungq, II, 446 (no. 72), 450 (no. 87). Both are addressedlto At' 'HAt? MEyJaX Yapacrt8 Ev Kavwo?38.
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In a curious passage of the Alexander romance of Pseudo-Callisthenes 18 the
phrase AkowllXovi-rcvtoq (where A;(6v is a probable if not a certain restoration) seems
to designate Sarapis, whose resemblance to Hades is well klnown, and who is often
represented with Cerberus at his feet. That Sarapis is actually meant is made certain,
in my judgment, by the fact that Aion Plutonius is spoken of as the patron god of
Alexandria, by the nmentionof a verv sacred xoanon of Sarapis, and by the incident
of the eagle,19 a common attribtite of Sarapis, especially on coins and late genms.20
a form parallel
In p1p7ra AViinsch rightly recognized the vocative of Ep7rEr&7q,
to Ep1p7rETOvand Ep7Fr-qor , but not recorded elsewhere. It reminds us that a serpent
with his tail in his motuth was a symbol of Aion,7 and occurs on hundreds of magical
amulets, where, to be sure, its meaning was often scarcely present in the mind of the
maker. If our gold leaf is an amnulet against creeping things, the word EpGrE'a is
appropriate for a practical reason; tlhe serpent god controls his creatures. 'The word
is evidently more closely pertinent to A ion than to Sarapis; but it is to be remnembered
that a serpent with the head of Sarapis is known as an Alexandrian coin-type (SarapisAgathodaimon)2'
and there is other evidence for the serpent as an attribute of this
divinitv.
Finally, it may seem strange that an amulet against scorpions or snakes should
be put into the mouth of a corpse. But any amulet valtied in life might be buried with
the dead,23 and the mouth, ev'en in life, often served as a purse 24 as it does now, all
too often, among lowly folk in many places. Besides, snakes were imagined as adding
to the terrors of Hades from the time of Aristophanes 25 to the Apocalypse of Peter,26
and may well have been among the " properties " of the Orphic Hell.
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Sarapis as Pluto would be the husband of Kore; and since Sarapis is called Aion, it is surprising that Aion appears as the child of Kore in the strange Alexandrian ceremony described by
Epiphanius (Panarioni, 51, 22; Nock, loc. cit., pp. 90 f.). But we have no right to assume a conn-ectionbetween the cult mentioned by Epiphaniiusand the stor) told by Pseudo-Callisthenes. They
may represent different mythological tendencies. However, there would be nothing strange in an
idea that Aion generated Aion. The legend alJv accomipaniesthe self-renewing phoenix (Numidian
Cat., Alexandr-ia,no. 1004, pl. XXVI;
crane with radiate nimbus) on coins of Antoninus Pius (B. ML.
Vogt, Die Alcxanzdr.Miinzen, part 2, 68).
21
Cumont, Textes et Monumients, I, p. 80; Festschrift fiur 0. Benndorff, pp. 292 f.
22
B. l. Cat., Alexandria, no. 745, pl. XIV; Vogt, op. cit., part 2, 55 (and other examples
from Hladrianthrough the reign of Comim-ioduis).
23
Cf. Siebourg on the gold amulet found, at Gellep in the Rhineland, BonwnerJahrb., CII, pp.
123 if., esp. 127, 152.
24
Cf. Aristophanes, Wasps, 791, and the ctustomof placing all obol in the nmouthof the dead;
the significance of this " fare for Charon" is treated in Rohde, Psyche4, I, p. 306, note 3; Wilamowitz,
Glaube der Hellenen, I, p. 311; D. M. Robinson, E.cavations at Olvynthus,XI, pp. 202-206.
26
25
4poc. Petri, 10 (25).
Aristophanes, Frogs, 143; cf. 278.
20

